


We strive to make Hyderabad and Cyberabad a Safe and 

Secure City to support its endeavour to become a World 

Class IT Destination through implementing proactive 

and preventative initiatives, excellence in surveillance 

techniques adopting the latest technologies and tools, 

partnering with and educating all stake holders and 

facilitate effective participation of all concern. The areas 

of focus are; Personal Safety, particularly Women 

Safety, IT Infrastructure Safety, Traffic Safety, Cyber 

Safety, Information Security and Business Continuity 

from a public infrastructure stand point.
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As the new Chairman for the SCSC, let me begin with two words: 

Thank you! 

The SCSC and its humanitarian partners have served the society in myriad ways.  I am pleased to see 

many inspiring examples of transformative change during this pandemic.

I am looking forward to work with all of you in my capacity as Commissioner of Police for Cyberabad 

and the Chairman for SCSC.

In the days to come, let us renew our determination to build a strong, sustainable and inclusive 

recovery from the pandemic, and to take decisive action together to move forward for the safety and 

security of Cyberabad. We have the knowledge, the technology, and the resources to do so.

What we need is unity of purpose; effective leadership from all sectors; and urgent, ambitious action. 

I call on the Cyberabad ecosystem to ensure our integrated support to every person that requires it.

I thank Sri VC Sajjanar, IPS for his dedicated leadership to this cause. 

I hope to work closely with the Cyberabad ecosystem to strengthen this partnership. Let us together 

build a sustainable, safe, and secure future. CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

CHAIRMAN’S 
MESSAGE

Sri. M. Stephen Raveendra, IPS 

Commissioner of Police, Cyberabad

Chairman, SCSC
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The past year has been tremendously challenging due to the pandemic and has transformed nearly 

every aspect of our world. While in the first phase of the pandemic, SCSC was focused on business 

continuity, the second phase of the pandemic was all about life support.  In all these, one lesson rings 

true: Virtually no one has been left untouched after these 2 waves of  dramatic disruption. A 

generous dose of empathy and understanding of that truth will make us all stronger as we rebuild 

and remake our world in the year ahead.

In the tough times when we worked through the scarcity of beds and vital supplies like medicines, 

injections, oxygen - our lives have been altered. SCSC rose to the occasion and supported the 

ecosystem in providing life support in the shortest possible time. The pandemic has affected many 

families from a financial, health perspective. However, there have been remarkable stories of 

resilience, ingenuity, and creativity. 

SCSC has once again a played a major role in Cyberabad by joining hands with all the industry heads 

and arranged facilities like free tele medicine, 24x7 free emergency ambulance services, setting up 

of Project Ashray - an isolation Centre for Covid patients, Child Care Centres, supporting 30 district 

hospitals with beds, medical equipment, oxygen concentrators, medicines. Setting up of Oxy Care 

Centre for post-Covid patients who need oxygen, providing free oxygen concentrators through O2 

bank, the biggest vaccination drive, blood donation camps were among the much-appreciated 

initiatives.  All these were arranged within hours and saved many lives without charging anything. 

These initiatives were possible only because of timely support from all industry sectors. 

This year has proved that SCSC can not only work for the safety and security of the industry but also 

can raise to the need of the society and save lives. We got the highest satisfaction ever before with 

the opportunity we got to serve the society and save lives.

SCSC has not only raised to the requirement and served but also did not lose its focus on its regular 

activities like Women Safety, Road Safety, Safety & Security and Cyber Security.

This year stands out as a milestone for Cyber Security Forum as it has trained and certified 101 

DiLSeY Volunteers to create and awareness among teenage youth about the evils of cyber threats, 

their effects, and safeguards. COE is another big initiative which will prove to be a  big platform for 

SCSC.

Women Forum came out with yet another very useful initiative – Aadhya which is well received by 

the society. The addition of one more new She Shuttle has picked up well and expected to meet the 

need once the pandemic is over.

Initiative of the Safety Security Forum – Nighanetram - is proving to be an effective module to 

maintain the CCTV Network. Virtual training of the security personnel was well attended and 

appraised.

SAVIOR is yet another innovative and useful initiative of the Traffic Forum that will play an 

important role in saving lives of people who meet with an accident on roads.

As the day has come to say good luck to SCSC and the industry, I wish the very best to Sri. M. 

Stephen Raveendra, IPS the new Commissioner of Police, Cyberabad, and the Chairman, SCSC.

SRI V C SAJJANAR, IPS

OUTGOING 
CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

Sri. VC Sajjanar, IPS

MD. TSRTC

Past Chairman SCSC
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GENERAL SECRETARY-SCSC

The COVID-19 pandemic is more than a health crisis; it is an economic crisis and a humanitarian 

crisis. This crisis has highlighted severe fragilities and inequalities that require the full support of the 

society, industry, and government. 

Driven by compassion and solidarity, SCSC has put together a large-scale, coordinated, and 

comprehensive health response to save and protect lives.  SCSC led the efforts and stood as the 

single point of contact for all the services like free online doctor consultation, 24/7 free ambulance 

services, child care centres, empowering the district hospitals to treat the patients from their 

districts and stop the over load on Hyderabad hospitals, free treatment of Covid patients, free 

treatment of post-Covid patients who had low oxygen levels with accommodation and food, free 

service of oxygen concentrators / cylinders at home, blood donation camps, groceries distribution, 

etc.,

I take the opportunity to thank all the Industry Heads for the greatest support ever SCSC has 

received. This is a once in a life-time opportunity to stand by the Society and serve. All these were 

possible only with the support of the Industry from all verticals – IT / ITES, Pharma, Infra, Healthcare, 

Hospitality, Manufacturing, etc., who had supported us with the timely CSR donations in cash and 

kind. With the support we not only saved lives but also saved people from becoming financially 

distressed due to the expenses of medical treatment.

Another most important achievement of SCSC is digitisation of  information, services, to create a 

common platform for all the Covid related information. The website: covid.scsc.in was visited and 

benefitted by more than one and half lakh people. Free telemedicine has served more than 12000 

people. Women Forum's new initiative Aadhya, virtual training for security personnel, DiLSeY, COE, 

etc  are initiatives that have been shaped by the emerging needs of the society.

SCSC is known for launching new initiatives every year as per the need of the industry. This year too, 

it has launched many new initiatives like SAFE, Aadhya, SAVIOR, Virtual Training for the Security 

Personnel, DiLSeY, Nighanetram, COE which were well received and appreciated by the Industry.

It has been a pleasure to work with Sri VC Sajjanar, IPS on these initiatives. On his promotion and 

transfer as the MD of TS RTC, we wish him a great success in his new assignment. 

We welcome our new Chairman Sri M. Stephen Raveendra, IPS and wish him a grand success as the 

Commissioner of Police, Cyberabad, and Chairman, SCSC.

SECRETARY 
GENERAL MESSAGE

Krishna Yedula

Gen. Secretary SCSC

Centre Head, Virtusa
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Sri. M. Stephen Raveendra, IPS 
Chairman, SCSC
Commissioner of Police, Cyberabad

Abhishek Kumar
Jt.Secretary, Cyber Security Forum, SCSC
Director, Microsoft
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VP 

Group Director
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Head Cardiology

VP 

Deputy Commissioner of Police, Shamshabad

Deputy Commissioner of Police, Traffic
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NEW 
INITIATIVES
LAUNCHED 
IN 2020 - 21

Virtual Training 
to the Security 

Personal

Nighanetram

Sanghamitra

SAFE

She Safe 
Patrolling Vehicle

Transgender 
Help Desk

Aadhya 
Power Talk

DiLSeY

COE

Members 
from Pharma

Members 
from Mfg.

SAVIOR
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Financial Audit Report for the Year : 2020 – 21
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Financial Audit Report for the Year : 2020 – 21
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Safety & Security Forum
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Nighanetram Committee

The CCTV Network is truly working as the Third Eye and helping the Police to solve many 
cases with the video recordings. After installing the cameras it is been found that the 
number of crimes has come down drastically.

Sri. Vijay Kumar, IPS, Deputy Commissioner of Police Traffic, Cyberabad has formed a 
separate Team of 21 Newly recruited Constables and trained them Technically towards 
the maintenance of the CCTV Cameras installed in the Cyberabad Jurisdiction.

He has formed a committee in association with Society for Cyberabad Security Council 
called Nighanetram Committee which will work towards the funds generation, 
procurements of Cameras, Spares, cable, etc., and help the Technical Team to rectify the 
issues on the field so that maximum number of cameras are in working condition.

The newly delegated Nighanetram Technical team is working very effectively and brought 
530 plus cameras into working condition within three weeks. However the Team is 
working very hard and effectively, the on sight problems like height of the camera, cable, 
etc., causing lot of time waste in rectifying these issues with the help of Ladders, etc., 
addressing this issue, Sri VC Sajjanar, IPS, has launched the Hydraulic Lift and handed over 
it to the Nighanetram Technical Team with which the Team can save lot of Time and ensure 
the safety of the Personnel.

o Activities done

- Virtual Meet with the Security Heads – 475 Security Heads connected Virtually with 
the CP Sir

o New Initiatives

- Virtual Training to the Security Personnel It is a Five Week Training Program conducted 
every Saturday and the Main Topics  Trained were 

1- Terrorism and its Forms

2- Evacuation in High Rises

3- Loss Prevention

4- Electronic Security – Access Control and CCTV

5- Building Lock Down

- Inauguration of Community CCTV by DGP, TS
- Inauguration of L&T CCTV Command Control Centre 

Safety & Security
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Women’s Forum
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o Activities done

o New Initiatives

- Margadarshak Batch 11 Launch

- Margadarshak Certification Program – 10 Batch

- Women Forum all verticals Meeting

- Safety Session – Novartis

- Margadarshak Certification at Rachakonda Commissionerate

- Project Safe Stay

- Safety session for APR Pranav Antilia Gated Community, Bachupally

- Margadarshak & Sanghamitra Refresher Program

- Celebration of International Women's Day

- Women's Day Celebration at Metrochem

- Launch of Sanghamitra

- Launch of Sanghamitra 5 Week Training Module

- Launch of SAFE in English

- Certification of First Batch of Sanghamitra

- Launch of She Safe Vehicle

- Launch of 7th She Shuttle Sponsored by M/s. Virtusa

- Replication of Sanghamitra at Rachakonda Security Council

- Launch of SAFE in Hindi & Telugu

- Launch of Transgender Help Desk

- Launch of Aadhya Power Talk – 6 Episodes

- Skill Development Program to the Transgenders

- Supporting the Commissioner Women and Child Welfare in Providing Employment 
to the Covid – 19 Widows and Funding the Covid-19 Orphans

- Launch of 8th She Shuttle Supported by M/s. Electronic Arts

Women’s Forum
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Sanghamitra a new initiative to reach out to communities

The COVID outbreak confined people to homes, so women who are subjected to 
domestics violence can find a friend in ''Sanghamitra''. Sanghamitra will  bridge the gap 
between victim and the police.  

Women and children safety are the top most priority of the Telangana State govt. and the 
Telangana Police. Cyberabad Police are constantly looking for ways to offer help and 
service to women and children.  

Due to work from home some women who are working from home are subjected to 
domestic abuse, cyber frauds etc. The main objective is Sanghamitra is to help  women who 
are in need of any support from the available ecosystem. 

By knowing 40 % calls of the Dial 100 are related to women facing domestic violence and 
cases pertaining to crime against women received through. In these challenging times, 
distressed woman needs a friend, an another woman who stands up for her. Sanghamitra 
will help proving safe environment for women. 

Sanghamitra is similar to Margadarshak initiative. It will act as a bridge between Women, 
Police and law enforcing agencies. 'Sanghamitra' is a unique model and not found 
anywhere. It is an initiative to reach help in timely and appropriate manner where required. 
It is an attempt empower women to take their place in the society as equals. 

Sangha of 'Sanghamitra means community and Mitra, a friend. As name suggests, it is a 
friend, who has been equipped with information and knowledge about the various aspects 
of the law, of  redressal mechanism, process and procedures of seeking professional help. 
And has access to resources to help someone from their community 'sangh' in time of 
need/distress. She/he will act as the bridge between the community members and the 
Police as well as the various resources such as help lines, shelter homes, counsellors and 
others.

- The 'Sanghamitra' program is an;

- Effort to create awareness about the various avenues of help which are available for a 
victim.

-  A structured approach to bust some of the myths about Police and Policing.

- An initiative to have help reach in a timely and appropriate manner where required.

- An attempt to empower women to take their place in the society as equals.

- A bridge between problems and solutions.

- A step towards building a better societal fabric. 

It is an initiative of SCSC Women's Forum. It will be focusing on women's safety, as a part of 
a larger outreach effort to connect with residential communities with the objective of 
creating awareness about the various citizen friendly programs and initiatives of the Police. 

Women’s Forum
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SAFE-E Learning Module for Employees 
SAFE (Safety Awareness For New Hire Employees)

TRANSGENDER HELP DESK 

SCSC had visited many organisations and reached out about 60,000 employees and 
citizens in conducting safety awareness. There was a challenge in reaching out to bigger 
numbers at a time and hence we came out with virtual sessions followed up by the e-
learning module for a wider reach".

Women should be aware on how and who they should seek help and his will help many 
people joining corporates. There are many cases where young girls who migrate from 
towns to cities to make a career become a victim and are getting harassed. 

SAFE - Safety awareness for employees for New Hires Played a very important role to 
educate empower and bring awareness to the new hires who come from different cities, 
districts, villages and find themselves getting overwhelmed in a completely new place and 
work environment. SAFE was traditionally 90 mins in person session  that touched a lot of 
women  safety and security aspects , made them aware of their rights, responsibilities and 
duties. This program has been developed in tandem with the general HR programs that are 
run in every organization.

In March 2020, with the upheaval of pandemic and its after effects in the form of lockdown 
and work from home, security and safety still remained a challenge with SCSC Womens' 
Forum. New employees were being hired, trained and they started to work from home. The 
virtual program to an 'e-Learning' module,  'SAFE – Safety Awareness For Employees'. This 
learning is for 21 mins duration , followed by a small qualifier test where passing percentage 
is 80% and on qualifying a digital certificate is generated for the employee. This pandemic 
has not been able to dampen spirits at SCSC.

In 2014, the Supreme Court recognized the transgender community as a third gender along 
with male and female and ruled that they have equal privilege over the fundamental rights 
enshrined in the Indian Constitution. The transgender community is not a homogenous 
group and consists of varied factions. Marginalization by society has forced the community 
to beg or indulge in sex work and there is need for a comprehensive scheme or a policy by 
the Government to support transgenders to the mainstream in the society. 

There are various problems faced by the community including lack of education, no access 
to employment, inability to find houses to rent, intimate partner violence, harassment on 
the street and intra-community violence. In response to the issues and concerns raised by 
the Transgender Community it was decided for a first of its kind unique initiative in 
Telangana to set up a 'Transgender Help Desk' at Cyberabad Commiserate at the interface 
with over 150 transgenders organized by Sri VC  Sajjanar, IPS, Commissioner, Cyberabad.

The interface was aimed to understand the problems and concerns of the Transgender 
Community in the city and explore the possible solutions for the same.  Initiated on the 
request of social activist and Padmashree Awardee, Ms. Sunitha Krishnan the interface was 
an opportunity for representatives of the transgender community to share their problems 
about the structural and societal violence they are subjected every day in their lives.

Women’s Forum
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SKILL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP CONDUCTED FOR 
TRANSGENDERS 

The Trainers

Launch of She Shuttle Sponsored by Virtusa and Electronic Arts

Supporting the Covid-19 Widows and Orphans

After the formation of Transgenders Help Desk at Cyberabad, IT Industry came forward 
to provide the jobs. The aim of this workshop is to create a platform for transgenders to 
resolve their problems and fix gaps to enhance confidence and acquire skills. 

The workshop was modelled around ABC Concept of Attitude, Behaviour and 
Communication skills and it is an ongoing process. 

This is first of its kind and unique program in Telangana focusing on skill development of 
transgenders and making them employable to lead a dignified and respectable life. This 
workshop shall not only align them to mainstream society but it is also aimed at 
transforming Transgenders to aspire better ways of living. This workshop is intended to 
instil confidence, polish their Skills & Body language, developing soft skills, Interview skills 
amongst the transgenders and prepare them for Job Interviews. 

Dr Usha Yanamandra (founder of Catalyst Institute of professional development), 
Ms. Mrudula Kapila- corporate trainer for conducting workshop to transgenders. 

SHE SHUTTLE is one of the signature initiatives of Women Forum of SCSC, which 
provides free and safe commute services to women employees in IT corridor. These 
services are utilized by women from IT & ITES companies and also their supporting staff 
like House Keeping, Facility Management Team, Security Guards, etc., from Morning 
7.45 AM to 11.30 AM and 3.45 PM to 9.15PM in the night.

Electronic Arts Games India Pvt Ltd, has sponsored one of the She Shuttles was flagged 
off by Sri VC Sajjanar, IPS,  the Cyberabad Police Commissioner along with Smt. C 
Anasuya, Dy. Commissioner of Police – Women and Child Safety, Mr. Krishna Yedula, 
Secretary General, Officials from Electronic Arts Games India Pvt Ltd – Priya Krishna 
Das- Director India Finance,  Sucharita Singh- Director People Experience, Mr. Dinesh 
Reddy - Regional Security Head and Ms. Karuna Facility Head.

Society for Cyberabad Security Council (SCSC) and Cyberabad Police has taken upon 
the responsibility of providing the Jobs to the Covid -19 Widows and fund the Covid-
19 Orphans' education  in the State of Telangana in collaboration with the Department 
of Women & Child Welfare, Govt of Telangana. 

SCSC has entered into an MOU to support the educational needs (Tuition Fees and 
expenses towards Books) for them until they complete their basic education up to 
Tenth Class. 

Ms Divya Devarajan, IAS., Commissioner, Women & Child welfare appreciated the 
gesture by SCSC in complementing the efforts of the Government and extending 
financial support towards education of these orphans.

Women’s Forum
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o Activities done

o New Initiatives

SAVIOR

RoadSafetyVirtual Meet with IT / ITES Employees

- Virtual Road Safety Session for ICICI Employees

- 2nd Short Film Awards Ceremony

- Virtual Road Safety Session for Novartis Employees

- Virtual Road Safety Session for HM Clause Employees

- Drunk and drive Volunteering

- Launch of 3rd Short Film Video

-

- Launch of SAVIOR

- Organised 16 Saviour Trainings and Trained 1800 plus Volunteers 

- Set up of Nighanetram – aimed at rectifying all the 20k cameras installed in Cyberabad 
to live and working condition

– Saving Accident Victims on Road – Training of first responders in the first aid – Police 
personnel and citizens

As Cyberabad witnesses hundreds of fatalities every year in road accidents, it is imperative 
that the first responders need to be equipped with basic first aid skills to save the injured 
persons in golden hour. Every month almost 25-30 persons die in hospitals while 
undergoing treatment for the injuries sustained in road accidents. This stresses the need 
for basic first aid including the skills and knowledge on how to observe and handle the 
injured at the accident site.

Keeping this in mind, Cyberabad Traffic Police in association with the SCSC and CIHS (Care 
Institute of Health Sciences) have started the 'first responder' training course involving the 
field level police personnel and the citizens who reside along the accident prone road 
stretches and locations. It is part of a broader road safety initiative 'SAVIOR' which 
envisions accessibility of proper golden hour trauma care to the accident victims.

Out of the total number of accidents that are taking place 60 to 70% are of the Bikers and 
Pedestrians.

It is noticed that Bikers do not follow the lane discipline, do not wear high quality helmets, 
drive in a zig zag way in the heavy traffic, drive very closely to the heavy vehicles, enter the 
high way without proper observation, etc.,

Pillion Riders are mostly meeting with fatal accidents as they do not wear the helmets. By 
wearing the Good Quality Helmet we can save one life per day that is 365 lives per year and 
365 Families which are dependant on them.

GHMC & CTP have introduced Comprehensive Road Maintenance Program ( CRMP ) 
which is a PPP Module under which the Pedestrian Safety measures like; Construction of 
Foot Paths, Foot Over Bridges, Road Cross Markings, Sign Boards, etc., are been taken up. 
And about 14 new FOBs and 31 Exclusive Pedestrian Road Crossings are going to come 
very soon.

Traffic Forum
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o Activities done

o New Initiatives

DiLSeY Graduation 

Thought Leadership – “The Road to Zero Trust”

- Cyber Security Awareness Session to 150 HP School Teachers

- Thought Leadership “Road to Zero Trust”

- Launch of DiLSeY – Digital Literacy to Secure Youth

- Trained 135 Volunteers over three weekends

- COE – Centre of Excellence a Single Point of Contact for all the Cyber Crimes in TS

- Presentation of COEFrameworkto DGP, TS

- DiLSeY Graduation Ceremony of 101 Qualified Volunteers

There is a paradigm shift in the way crimes are executed on cyber world as compared to 
conventional crimes.  We are witnessing an increasing trend in cyber crimes since last 2 
years.  During the Pandemic since last one and half year most of the People are working 
from home are depending more on the Online Purchases, Transactions, etc., Taking the 
advantage the Cyber Criminals are taking full advantage and looting the People Money to a 
tune of Crores through Online Trading, social media, etc., most of the victims to this Cyber 
Crimes are students, Youth and Women.

With the onset of pandemic and our youth hooking on to online classes, they are getting 
exposed to internet and other social media perils.   The Society for Cyberabad Security 
Council in association with the Cyberabad Police had initiated a Program “DiLSeY – Digital 
Literacy to Secure Youth” to create an awareness about the Cyber Crimes, its effects and 
how to be safe from them, among the Youth from 8th Class till 12th Standard Students.

SCSC has trained about 101 IT / ITES Employees in its first batch of training, and they are 
ready to educate and create an awareness about the Cyber Crimes related to social media, 
Online Apps, Games, Fraudulent Links, smart phone addiction etc.

These DiLSeY Trainers will be imparting awareness to students over the weekends about 
the Cyber Crimes, their effects and effective ways to avoid them.

Society for Cyberabad Security Council (SCSC) conducted a thought leadership session – 
The Road to Zero Trust in a Hybrid Work Environment today.  The session was attend by 
over 100 Cyber Security & Information Security professionals apart from Cyber 
enthusiasts. 

These 90 Min Leadership Sessions are aimed at bringing Cyber Security professions up to 
speed on latest trends by way of Panel discussions from Experts.   The panellists for today's 
session were Mr Rajesh Kumar, IPS., IGP-IT Cell Intelligence, Mr Rajeev Shukla, Mr. Vijay 
Banda & Mr Abhishek Kumar, Jt Secretary SCSC.   The session was also graced by Mr. VC 
Sajjanar, IPS, Commissioner of Police-Cyberabad, Mr. Vijay Kumar, IPS., DCP Traffic & 
Cyber Crimes and Krishna Yedula, Secretary General SCSC.

Cyber Security 
Forum
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COVID – 19 
Relief Activities
AMBULANCE LAUNCH

During the Covid-19 second phase most of the people got effected by Covid – 19 and 
there was a huge demand for Emergency Ambulance Services due to which the Covid-19 
Patients were facing shortage of the Ambulance in time to reach the Hospital. 

Once again the SCSC has rose to the demand and launched Emergency Ambulance 
Services with the support of the Industry and saved lives of many by helping them to reach 
the Hospital in time.

- Emergency Ambulance 
– 12 Ambulances – Helped 1250 Emergency Medical Transportation

-Tele Medicine – 9.00 AM to 9.00 PM 4500 People got Free Consultation 

-Strengthening the District Hospitals – 30 District Hospitals 
got upgraded and served thousands

O2 Bank

In a bid to help the needy patients in Hyderabad with Oxygen Concentrators at Home, SCSC 
& Cyberabad Police have launched O2 Bank with 50 Oxygen Concentrators in collaboration 
with Breathe India, EO & ALAI & other NGOs.  This facility was accessible to all those needy 
patients who cant afford to buy or rent an Oxygen Concentrator to maintain saturation 
levels prescribed by doctor. The Facility will be made available at their homes.  

-O2 Bank – Saved lives 
of people with timely delivery of 

Oxygen Concentrators 
and Cylinders 
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TELEMEDICINE

During the Covid-19 second phase the medical & healthcare system in Hyderabad & Telangana is 
highly stressed.  Cyberabad Police & SCSC felt there is need to bridge the gap and decided to launch 
this through its Healthcare Vertical led by Dr Rajeev Menon.  The aim of this call centre was to 
address the immediate and basic needs of Covid related queries for Citizens thereby ironing out 
majority of their concerns and panic.

 A 9 am to 9 pm Free Telemedicine number was set up for any Citizen who is symptomatic or 
asymptomatic but tested positive and requires FREE advice on mild Covid Symptoms, guidance on 
treatment & monitoring, precautions, vaccination and assessing need for hospital admission.



COVID – 19 
Relief Activities
Project ASHRAY 

Early COVID-19 Medical Care centre with Oxygen 50 beds, expandable to 150 beds Setup by 
SCSC and IT industry through CSR contributions from United Way Hyderabad and SCSC, 
Actively supported by IT associations, volunteers and NGOs            

With the second wave of pandemic gathering steam, several Industry bodies, SCSC, United 
Way Hyderabad, other CSR groups have come together and created a supplementary COVID 
Care facility called Project Ashray, which caters specifically towards providing Intermediate 
Covid medical Care to patients who are Covid Positive and are suffering from moderate 
symptoms. 

The Facility had doctors, medical support and also the ability to provide Oxygen support to the 
patients who may need it, given their health condition. The Facility is equipped with an 
Ambulance and Mobile ICU 24/7 to handle any emergencies.  

The initiative is being co- anchored by Society for Cyberabad Security Council (SCSC) and 
United Way of Hyderabad with collaboration from HYSEA, NASSCOM, TiE, Hyderabad, T-SIG, 
AMCHAM and Grace Cancer Foundation.  The funding for initial 50 Bed Facility is provide by 
Real Page.   

The Facility offered Free COVID care is operational 24/7 by a team of doctors, nurses and 
volunteers drawn from Grace Cancer Foundation. 

-Project Ashray – Cured 205 Covid Patients Free of Cost

-Oxy Careattended 74 Emergency Post Covid Cases, Served 134 People 
with Oxygen Concentrators, Cylinders and 24/7 Doctor Care

Oxy Care Centre

The facility is launched to help the poor, needy who can’t afford to buy or take on rent the 
Oxygen Concentrators.

It is launched with the support from donors, a combined donation of 50 Oxygen Concentrators 
with 50 beds O2 Oxygenation Park facility at Gachibowli Jn This facility has been set up to 
support the needy and economically poor post covid patients who don't have access or can 
afford to buy or rent oxygen concentrators for post covid sustenance of saturation levels till 
they get to full normalcy.

- Vaccination Drive – Biggest Vaccination 
Drive ever in India – Vaccinated 36500 
single day single location and vaccinated 
16500 in second dose drive

- Plasma Drive – Coordinated with Covid 
recovered people, convinced them for 
Plasm donation and saved 18000 plus lives 

- Verified Covid Resources – Created an app 
as a one stop directory for all the services, 
about 1.5 lac people visited and got 
benefitted

- Blood Donation Camps – during the 
pandemic organised multiple Blood 
Donation Camps in entire Cyberabad 

Jurisdiction and got 9000 plus units of 
Blood collected for Thalassemia, 
Children, etc.,

- Child Care – New set up of isolation 
centres for Covid effected parents kids 3 
nos

- Covid – 19 Widows Employment – Offer 
Letters released to 24 Widows with the 
help of 4 Member Cos

- Covid – 19 Orphans Education – Funded 
7 Orphans and 14 others are in Process

- CSR Donations – Received INR 5.00 Cr 
apprx in addition to the Safety Material 
like; Masks, PPE Kits, Sanitiser, etc.,
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Launch of Child Care Response Centre 

The Key Features of this initiative is:

Mega Vaccination Drive

 Child Care Response Centre by SCSC &Cyberabad Police was launched  for children 
whose parents are being treated due to Covid.

Children are worst affected when parents have contracted the virus and fall into delusion 
and psychological issues stem up. Children are the most vulnerable when it comes to 
health, psychological and emotional safety and the future of our country. 

It was being observed that with the rising number of cases in the pandemic, there is a trend 
of young parents and nuclear families being affected.  In most cases, either or both the 
parents are hospitalised or in-home quarantine. With no immediate relatives being around, 
it is distressing to see the offspring sharing the same facility or being left alone at home 
unattended.  

  Verified and Safe stay for children

  Psychological security – For Parent & Child

  Basic childcare needs provided

  Child friendly facility

  Warm and welcoming caregivers

  Regular online connect with your child

  24/7 care center with tie up with hospitals and doctors for any health support

  Child Care Centers and Individual Care Givers can register through covid.scsc.in portal.

Vaccination was only the option to be safe for self and others as communicated by the 
International Health Organisations. Many Countries overcome this evil with 100% 
Vaccination.

But in India the situation was different as people were not taking vaccination because of 
two reasons – fear getting ill and shortage of vaccination. But in the second phase of Covid-
19 seeing increased number of people suffering and dying people realised the necessity of 
getting vaccinated to save themselves form the Pandemic.

Seeing the shortage of the vaccination SCSC has collaborated with Medicover Hospital and 
conducted the smooth Mega Vaccination Drive on 6th June at Hitex and vaccinated 36500 
People on a single day at single venue. Followed by the second dose on 4th July for 16500 
people.
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